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I, Michael M. Lee, declare as follows: 

1. I am an attorney at Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, counsel of record for Intel 

Corporation and Intel Kabushild Kaisha (collectively, "Intel") in this matter. I am licensed to 

practice law in the State of California. I have personal knowledge of the matters stated in this 

declaration and, if called as a witness, could and would testilY competently to them. 

2. I and Steven Sletten, also counsel for Intel, have met and conferred with Shaun 

Simmons, counsel for Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. and AMD International Sales & Services, 

Ltd. (collectively, "AMD"), over the course of the past month regarding the back-up materials 

related to the expert report of Dr. Daryl Ostrander. Intel requested that AMD provide written 

confirmation that AMD had provided all the back-up material related to Dr. Ostrander's report, 

but heard no response from AMD. On September 9, 2009, I informed Mr. Simmons that, in light 

of AMD's silence in responding to Intel's request for written confirmation of no further back-up 

materials for Dr. Ostrander's report, Intel would file the instant motion with the Court 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of 

AMD's expert, Dr. Daryl Ostrander. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 

10, 2009 from me to Mr. Simmons. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 

13,2009 from Mr. Simmons to me. 

6. The parties held a telephone conference call to discuss AMD's expert reports. 

During this call, AMD represented that there were no further materials supporting the 

spreadsheets already provided for Dr. Ostrander's report because the figures within those 

spreadsheets were entered in directly and reflected the expert's judgment and experience. 



7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 

18, 2009 from Mr. Sletten to Mr. Simmons. 

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a letter dated August 

21,2009 from Mr. Simmons to Mr. Sletten. 

9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of an e-mail dated 

September 2, 2009 from Mr. Sletten to Mr. Simmons. 

10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of a letter dated September 

4, 2009 from me to Mr. Simmons. 

11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of an e-mail dated 

September 9, 2009 from me to Mr. Simmons. 

I declare under penalty of perjUry that the foregoing is true and correct, and that this 

Declaration was executed on September 9, 2009 in Los Angeles, California. 

MichaelN'1. Lee 
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Shauil Simmons 
O'Melveny & Myers LLP 
400 South Hope Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Re: AMD v. [mel 

Dear Shaun: 

Mk.e@gfbsondunn.com 

August 10, 2009 

ClicntNo. 

T 42376"{)0764 

I write regarding various issues that have come up as we are reviewing AMD's expert 
reports and supporting materials that we received on Monday, August 3, 2009_ Please address 
these issues as soon as possible. 

1. Deficient Spreadsheets Within Su:pporting Materials for Bernheim and Ostrander_ 
We have noticed that the-supporting materials for B. Douglas Bernheim's and Daryl Ostrander's 
expert reports contain spreadsheets that do not show all the calculations for some of the key 
analyses. For example, in Bernheim's supporting materials, some of the numbers in his Dell 
price-cost test exhibits are "hard-coded," in addition to the cost numbers he writes he took from 
Thomas Lys'. report. (pee, e.g., Bernheim's Supporting Materials: Analyses\-Exlubits\ 
Formatted Price-Cost Tests.xls.) Similarly, all the supporting materials for Ostrander's reports 
contain cells that are "hard-coded." -These spreadsheets do not contain the formulas 1lIlderlying 
the calculations, and we cannot determine from where these figures came. please produce 
spreadsheets within Bernheim and Ostrander's supporting materials that contain calculations that 
are not "hard-coded" as soon as possible. 

In addition, Bernheim's exhibits for various OEM price-cost tests within his 
report appear in different furmsts than shown in the "Formatted Price-Cost Tests.xls" 
spreadsbeet. For example, Exhibits 92-95 (for Dell) in the report appear in a different format 
than what is shown in the Dell tab fur the "Formatted Price-Cost Tests.xls" file. For all the 

LOS ANGELES N"EWYORK WASHINGTON. D.C, SAN FRANCISCO PALO ALTO lONDON 
PARIS MUNlCH n.ussus DUBAI SINGAPORE ORANG~ COUNTY CENTUR.'Y CITY DALLAS OlNVER 
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price-cost tests done, please provide the final versions as they appear in the report with exhibit 
nwnbers and titles, rather than the compilation ofvarions tables in the ''Formatted Price-Cost 
Tests.xls" file without titles and exhibit numbers and iu a different format than the exhibits 
within the report. Moreover, to the extent the input numbers are calculated from related exlnbits 
or spreadsheets, please show the calculations. 

2. Supporting Materials for Walson. The file "AMD Forecast Share - Final.x1sx" 
contained within Mark Watson's supporting materials is listed in the "Materials Considered"
section of his report as "from AMD management" It is unclear when this file was prepared
either in the past or more recently or for purposes of this litigation. In addition, no source 
document for this forecast is referred to in the file itself or in the report, so it is also unclear how 
this file was created - whether directly from a source document, by formula derived from a 
source document, or by a program. Please clarify these issues and produce the source(s) for this 
file, as well as any and aU progrmns or formulas used to calculate the numbers within this file. 

Moreover, in the file "Share Interpretation.xls," Walson classifies each forecasted 
share as "Dift" or "Absolute." It is unclear on what basis these classifications were made and 
who did these classifications, as the author of the file according to its properties is "Advanced 
Micro Devices," and it is listed in the "Materials Considered" section ofWalson's report as 
being "from AMD management." Please clarify these questions as well. 

3. Linking Programs with Exhibits. For the Walson and Bernheim reports, it is not 
readily apparent bow certain exlnbits were created from the data programs used. For these 
reports, please provide a table or spreadsheellhat shows the relationship between (0) the Stata 
and Mallab programs used, (b) the input and output datasets for those programs, and (c) the 
exhibits in the reports. 

4. Michael D. Williams Report. On March 6, 20Q8, the Special Master granted 
Intel's Motion to Compel AMD and the ERS Group to produce a report generated by Dr. 
Michael A. Williams and the documents Williams used to prepare it (collectivelY, the "Williams 
Report"). The Special Master ordered that production of the Williams Report should "occur no 
earlier than the commencement of expert discovery." (3/6/08 Order at 24.) Given that expert 
discovery has commenced, please produce the Williams Report as soon as possible. 
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Thank you, and please let me know if you would like to discuss furlher. 

MMIlmml 

ce: Joseph Kattan, Esq. 
Steven Sletten, Esq. 
Michael Denger, Esq. 
Darren Bernhard, Esq. 
Sogol Pimazar, Esq. 
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This responds to Your leiter of August 10,2009. We have investigated the matters you 
raised and believe that no further production of materials is necessary. Intel already received 
most of what is requested in your Jelter. We are willing to arrange a call at your earliest 
convenience to identifY Where that information can be found. For the reasons discussed below, 
the remainlng requests are either premature or otherwise addressed without requiring further 
disclosure. 

As I mentioned in my email of August II, 2009, AMD produced the ERS materials on 
July 31, 2009 - more than a week before we received your letter and prior to the commencement 
of exped discovery. 

As for Intel's request that AMD provide a spreadsheet ortahle to clarifY the relationship 
between the exhibits to the Bernheim and Watson reports and the prognuns and input/output files 
used to generate those exhibits, we do not believe this is necessary. The exhibits, input/output 
files, and prognuns are already organized in a manner designed to allow Intel to identifY the 
relationship between them. We are happy to walk through t!ris with Intel on a call, which should 
not take much time. But we do not believe any additional tables or spreadsheets are necessary. 

Your letter mentions that certain spreadsheets (and in particular the "Formatted Price
Cost Tests.xls" spreadsheet) provided in the Bernheim supporting materials contain cells with 
"hard-coded" values. Your letter also says that Intel is unable to determine from where these 
. values carne. The calculations on which these values were based have already been supplied to 
Intel and are readily identifiable. Accordingly. we see no reason to provide Intel with additional 
spreadsheets. That said, On the call proposed above, we will be happy to identify the location of 
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these calculations to Intel if that is actually necessary. It, too, ought not take mOre than a few 
moments. 

Your Jetter points out some minor fonnatting differences between the OEM price cost 
tests set forth in the Bernheim report and the "Formatted Price-Cost Tests.xls" spreadsheet. 
These formatting differences do not reqlilie the revision you suggest, and there is nothing unclear 
about the relationship between the price costs tests set forth in the Bernheim report and the 
"Formatted Price-Cost Tests.xis" spreadsheet In addition, all calculations have been provided to 
Intel and should be readily identifIable. Again, we are happy to discuss this matter further on the 
proposed call, but do not see anything here that would warrant the production of additional 
lOllterials. 

Turning to the materials supporting the Ostrander report, there are no further spreadsheets 
supporting the ones already provided to you. If Intel has questions about the information in 
those spreadsheets, it can certainly explore them at Dr. Ostrander's expert deposition. 

Your questions about the "AMO Forecast Share - Final.xJsx" and the "Share 
Intelpretation.ds" mes are also premature. Dr. Watson made the appropriate disclosures in his 
report, and we do not believe it appropriate to engage in an informal, pre-deposition question
and-an~er session. 

Please let US know as soon as possible when you are available for a call to discuss the 
matters for which a call would be appropriate and useful. 

Shaun M. Simmons 

LAl:118J962.2 
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August 18,2009 

CllentNo. 
T 42376-00764 

This letler follows up on our conference call of earlier today to discuss issues related to 
the supporting and back-up materials for AMD's el!pert reports. During the call, AMD agreed to 
provide definitive answers to the questions raised in my colleague Micblwl Lee's letters dated 
August 10 and 16,2009 regarding Dr. Mark W. Watson's supporting materials, as well as 
address the new issues that have arisen. The following is a summary of Intel', outstanding 
issues regarding the -back-up materials for AMD's expert reports. 

1. Mark W. Watson. As previously raiSed in Mr. Lee's Augustl 0 aQd 16,2009 
letters, we have questions regarding the "AM!) Forecast Share - Final.xlsx," "Share 
Interpretation.xl.," and "Supply Chain issues.xIs" files provided with Dr. Watson's report 
During the cal~ you agreed to provide definitive answers to our previous questions by the close 
ofbllSinesS tomorrow. These ljUestions were on the table for a week before our conference call, 
aQd we were dis."l'pointed that AMD was nnprepared to address themloday. We need a 
complete response by tomorrow as discussed since it is now two weeks into our response period 
aQd we still have no basis for evaluating Ole information on these spread sheets. We prefer not to 
have to bring this to the Special Master but will have no choice if you cannot provide the 
necessary infmmation by tomorrow. 

LOS ANGELES N!W YORK WASHINGTON. D,C. SAN fRANCISCO PALO ALTO LONDON 
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2. B. Douglas Bernheim. As mentioned during today's call, We bave questions 
regardblg Dr. Bernheim's conduct indices in his report. Appendix F of the report di.ousses his 
creation of these conduct indices for various OEMs and the general methodology he uses to 
construct these indicators. He gives one eJ<311lple - JBM (Exhibit 180), and other conduct 
indices for other OEMs are represented in a collection of spreadsheets in the folder: 
"Bernheim\Analyses\Conduct indicators\Output fur Watson." However, there are no details in 
the report or any documentation in the back-up materials on how each specific indicator flag is 
determined to be a "0" or "I" fur each OEM-Quarter-Prodnct Segment-User Segment 
combination. Please advise with details bow these indicators were determined. 

3. Nathan A. Brookwood. We have reviewed your e-mail from earlier today 
regarding the sources of the charts and timelines within Mr. Brookwood's report. We remain 
concerned, however, that the "source" materials for Appendix A bave not been adequately 
identified. It would help somewhat to confirm that everytbing thal was factored into the 
judgments reflected on this chart is contained in Section V.3., paragraphs 154 - 249, of the 
Report. If there are other sources fur the entries on Appendix A please produce or identifY them. 

4. Thomas Z. Lys. We have two additional issues with respect to Dr. Lys' report. 

a) In the "x86-adjusted CPU data.xls" spreadsheet within the back-up 
materials for Dr. Lys' report, the "Segmented PL" tab states "Source: Segmented PL (2000 Q I -
2008 Q2.xls_70 166000085.xls, see Intel data folder; indirect marketing and G&A data fur Q I 
and Q2 2008 BCG CPU only-data have been switched to correct for the error in the file that was 
produced." The source of the "corrected" data, however, is not identified. What is the source of 
the coirected deta? What was the "error," and on what basis was this "error" identified? 

b) In paragraph 255 of Dr. Lys' report, Dr. Lys states that he relies "directly 
on AMD maIlllgement" for ''incremental R&D figures" for his sustainability analysis. 1bese 
data are produced as the TIFFed document "AMDX-F819-0030711 - AMDX-F819-0030711" 
supporting "Sustainability analysis.xIs" (the "Incremental R&D" tab). However, it is not stated 
who produced these materials, for what purp"s,e,.and when they were produced. Please clarifY' 
1h.ese issues. 

5. Daryl Ostrander. We have a few additional issues willi respect to Dr. 
Ostrander's report. 

a) Native v. PDF Versions of Excel Spreadsheets. As raised during today's 
call, 19 EJ<cel spreadsheets mentioned in Dr. Ostrander's report were produced in the back-up 
materials in native and PDF tiles, but 35 other Excel spreadsheets mentioned in his report were 
produced only as PDF files. Attached to this letter is a list of the spreadsheets produced ouly as 
PDFs. Some of the PDF dncuments (e.g., AMDX-F819-0027006-0027073 and AMDX-FS19-
0027075-0027181) are blurry and illegible. It is unclear whether these files are different 

I· 
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printings, of the same spreadsheet or may correspond to a native file already received. What is 
the distinction between spreadshcets produced as native and PDF files ami files produced as 
PDF. only? What is the origin of these PDF documents? Do the PDF files constitute AMD 
documents identified from AMD's production, or do they constitute Dr. Ostrander's work 
product? Please clarify these issues and produce the remaining 35 Excel spreadsheets in native 
file format. 

b) Vague References to Documents. The footnotes to Dr. Ostrander's 
eltbibits contain vague references to 'documents. In total.,.we ascertain that he references ,ten, , 
different documents in his exhibits. Dr. Ostrander prOvides only a description of each document' ' 
without referencing a document title or file name. For example, he refers to the "September 
2000 Executive Council presentation," for which there is more than one potential match. Please 
provide more complete citations that allow the documents to be identified, or provide the Bates 
number ranges for these documents. 

c) Original and Modification ofDocumeDls. Please confum whether the data 
and documents provided for Dr. Ostrander's report have been modified by Dr. Ostrander in any 
way from their original form. If any data or documents have been modified by Dr. Ostrander, 
please identify and produce the files as produced by AMD in the litigation and the version 
modified by Dr. Ostrander to support his calculations. In other words, to the extent that native 
format files constitute Dr. Ostrander's work product, but are based on prodnced data or 
documents, please identify and produce both versions. 

d) Data from Global Foundries. In his report, Dr. Ostrooder malees 39 
references to data "provided by Global Foundries." Please inform US which documents contain 
those data, who prepared those data and for what purpose, and when those data were prepared. 
Please produce any data, programs, methodologies, or materials used in constructing or 
presenting those.data. 

e) "Extra" Documents. Dr. Ostrander's "documents considered" list contains 
131 documents, but we have received 149 documents. Should these "exlIa" 18 documents be 
included in Dr. Ostrander's "documents considered" list? 

As discussed, vie are expecting full and complete answers concerning the issues 
previously raised regarding Dr. Watson's supporting materials by close of business tomorrow. 

I' 
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We ask that AMD provide full responses to the remainder of our questions by the end of this 
week. Thank you. 

SES/mmI 

cc: Joseph Kattan, Esq. 
Michael Denger, Esq. 
Darren Bemhard, Esq. 
Sogol Pimazar, Esq. 
Michael Lee, Esq. 

I· , 
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Our letter to you on August 19, 2009 addressed points I and 4(b) of your August 18, 
2009 letter. This letter addresses the remaining points. 

2. Bo Douglas Bernheim. 

The conduct indicators reflect the conclusions reached by Dr. Bembeim based on his 
analysis of the evidence relating to each respective OEM over the course of the relevant time 
frame. Both the evidence relied upon and Dr. Bernheim's analysis of that evidence is identified 
and explained throughout the entirety of his report. The most specifically focused discussion of 
that evidence and analysis with respect to any given OEM is contained in the corresponding 
OEM specific section of his report. There is no additional material,to disclose. 

3. Nathan Ao Brookwood. 

As explained in my August I~ email, Appendix A is based on the narrative and evidence 
contained in Section V.3. ofMr. Brookwood's report (which 1nc1udes paragraphs 154 to 249 and 
the footnotes thereto). If there is some dimension of your question we have not understood, 
please let us know. 

4. Thomas Zo Lys. 

a) You asked for an explanation about the reference in Dr. Lys's supporting 
materials to the correction of an error in ,indirect marketing and G&A data. This issue was 
addressed two months ago in an exchange of emails on which you were copied. [have attached 
to this letter a June 23 email from your colleague David Hall confirming our suspicion that Intel 
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had nlislabeled its production of G&A data lswitching the columns containing that data for Ql 
and Q2 2008). (See Attachment 1.) The reference in the Ly, supponing Illaterials is to the 
correction of this error in labeling by InteL 

5. DarYl Ostrander. Below are our responses to the matters you raised concerning. 
Dr. Ostrander' s backup materials. 

a) Native v. PDF versions of Excel Spreadsheets. 

At the outset, we note that AMD did not produce any backup materials for Dr. Ostrander, 
including spreadsheets, in PDF. Rather. aU backup materials were produced in native' and/or 
TIFF consistent with the parties' ordinary and longstanding document production protocols. We' 
therefore assume that when you write PDF, you mean TIFF. 

It also appears that you are laboring under the misimpression that the production Comnat 
(i.e., native v. TIFF) of a given spreadsheet is somehow relevant to its "origin" or its status as 
work product of Dr. Ostrander. This is not the case. If a spreadsheet furnished to Dr. OSlrander 
was available in native format, then Intel was provided with a native and TIFF version of thaI 
spreadsheet. If, by contrast. a spreadsheet or document was avallable in hard copy or image 
fomla! only, tllen Intel was provided with only a TIFF of that spreadsheet. This is aU consistent 
with the parties' document production protocols in this c .. e. 

Your letter mentions two spreadsheets (AMDX·F819·002706· 0027073 and AMDX·F· 
819-0027075·0027181) that were produced in PDF that are "blurry and illegible." Again. the 
static image versions of these spreadsheets were provided to Intel in TIFF. not PDF. en any case, 
we have revi~wed the TIFFs of these spreadsheets and believe that th, legibility issues you have 
described are the ordinary consequence of the TIFF conversion process. Further, whatever 
legibility issues Intel is having with the TIFFs of these spreadsheets can be obviated by using the 
native versions of them, which have already been provided to Inlel. The document control 
numbers for the native versions of the spreadsheets are: AMDN-81 9-00000032 and AMDN-819-
00000034. The TIFFs of these spreadsheets were accompanied by a load file containing an 
explicit reference to the native versions. 

You also included an attachment to your letter purporting to identify 35 spreadsheets that 
Intel did not receive in nalive. Each of these spreadsheets. however, has already been produced 
to Intel in native either as a standalone native tile or an embedded native file in a PowerPoin!. 
Attachment 2 to this letter is a table providing the document control numbers of the native files 
containing all 35 spreadsheets. Again. the TIFFs of these spreadsheets were accompanied by a 
load file containing an explicit reference to the native versions. 

b) Vague References to Documents. 

You asked for further clarification about which documents were the ones cited in the 
footnotes of Dr. Ostrander's report. Looking at the citations and the documents themselves. it 
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does not appear to us that clarification is required. Nevertheless. We have created and included 
with this letter a table reflecting which documents correspond to which cilalion. (See 
Attachment 3.) Of course. all of these documents were disclosed with Dr. Ostrander's repon. 

c) Original and Modification of Documents. 

You asked about modification of data and documents provided to Dr. Ostrander. The 
nature of your inquiry is a bit unclear to us because it is self-evident that Dr. Ostrander used the 
information from these materials in his analysis, and in that sense, modified it. However, the 
materials identified on Dr. Ostranders list ofmateri.ls considered are in the form in which they 
were received by Dr. Ostrander. If this does not answer your question, let us know. 

In the course of investigating this inquiry, it has come to our attention that one 
spreadsheet page prepared by Dr. Ostrander was inadvertently omitted from his disclosure. Dr. 
Ostrander already disclosed all of the figures reflected in this spreadsheet page. Nevertheless, 
we believe this disclosure is necessary and appropriate. We have included along with the hard 
copy of this letter a disc containing that spreadsheet page as a supplement to Dr. Ostrander's 
original disclosure. 

d) Data From Global Foundries. 

We are still in the process of confirming all of the relevant information to respond to your 
inquiry about the data from G1oba! Foundries, but in the meantime did not wanl to hold up our 
response to your other questions. We will get back to you as soon as we can on this point. 

,e) ~'Extra" Documents. 

The extra documents you refer to in your letter were not furnished to or considered by Dr. 
Ostrander. They were provided to Intel only because the parties have customarily produced 
documents to each other in complete "family groups" or <lmessage units:' 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Shaun M. Simmons 
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RE; Co,t data follow-up PJge i of 4 

Laser, Jennifer 

From: Han, David S. [DHan@gibsondunn,com) 

Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 20095:34 PM 

To; laser. Jennlfer: Stetten, Staven E, 

Cc: Maddigan, Michael 

Subject: RE: Cost date follow·up 

Jennifer. 

There are SG&A expenses not InclUded in the detailed segment-level files that are related to microprocessors. 
We are in the process or collecting that data. 

In addition, here are responses to the other outstanding Questions: 

2. On 5129109, you stated that 'It appears that the indirect G&A and marketing data for aI-and 02-2008 were 
erroneously switched (see Cij:Jls AI75 .. 76. AJ 7&-76). Could you please confirm that this 15 the case,>!" You are 
correct-the number were enoneously gwitched. 

3. We have examlned' the entire time"Perlod and believe that it will be reasible to gather 
the information on 1 .. month outs. Plsillsa advise Whether AMO Is prepared to provide similar da1a (to date. we 
nave receIved only quarterly manufacturing data from PJAD). 

4. We are stiU in the process of gathering the RevCost files and investlgaflng the '14 - Legacy Tes!" issue that you 
raise below, 

Regards, 

Dave 

~rom; Laser, Jennifer [r1).~iltQ;Jl~'i>'r@QMM,WIDI 
Sent Frid..y. June 19, 200911;03 AM 
To: Sletten, Steven E.; Han, David S. 
Cc: Meddigan, Michael 
Subject: PN; Cost data follow-up 

Steve and Dave -

We: V'lOuld like to dose out an itsm that has been open for a long Urns: whether any of the SG&A expensss no1 
included in the detailed segment-level flies produced In this case were in any way related to the producllon andlor 
saJe of microprocessorn. Yciu promised to provide a response several weeks ego but we have not received it. 
Could you provide a response by Tuesday of next week? 

811912009 



RE: Cost claro follow<up 

We also posed a few strajght~fDrv..'ard fDftow~up questions on the ICE d.da translation table and the Segmented 
Pl file. Could you please provide responses at yoor earliest conve:nie-n~e-, 

Ttrankyou, 

Jennifer Laser 
O'Melv.ny & My ... , LlP 
1999 AvenUB of the Stars #700 
los Angele •• californl. 90067 
(310) 246·8445 direct line 
(310) ~4Q·6779 fa. 
jlaser@ornm.com 

This message and any attached documents contain information from the law firm of O'Melvany & M~'ars lLP thal 
may be cbnfide,nt!al andlor .privUe98c. rf you arB' nol the intended recipient. you may not read, copy, dIstribute, or 
use Ihis. inrormation. If you have received this transmission In error, please. notify the sande-r Imrnediately by reply 
email and !hen delete thIs message. 

From; Laser. Jennifer 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2009 5:51 PM 
To! 'Sletten, Steven E.'; 'Han, D81,1fd S/ 
Ce: Maddigan, Mlchae' 
Subject: RE: Cost data fotlow~up 

SIe.ve and Dave -

, would like to loHow-up on one important dala Item thet remains outstanding: whether any of the SG&A 
expanses not Included In the detailed segment~revel1iles produced in this case were jn any way reJated to the
production and/or sale of mJcroprocessors. You said that you would have an answer last week. Could you 
plsase get back to us on this issue at your earliest con\lenienc9. 

81l 912009 



RE.: Cost d;:1ta follO\. ... ·~up 

Jennifer Laser 
O'Met'-leny & Myers LLP 

1999 Avenue of the Stars #700 
Los Angeles. California 90067 
(J1O) 248-8445 direct line 
(310) 248-6779 fax' 
Jlaser@otnm.com 

Pogo) of 4 

This message and any attached doctrme'\1ts contafn information from the law firm of O'Melveny & Myers LlP Ihat 
may be confidential andlor privileged. If you are not the intended recipient. you may not read, t;Qpy, distribute. or 
use this information. tf you have. received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply 
email and then delete this message, 

From: LQser. Jennifer 
Sent: Tuesdayt June 02, 2009 10:07 AM 
To: 'Sletten, steven E..'; 'Han, Dayid 5.' 
Cc: Maddigan, Michael 
Subject: Cost data follow-up 

Steve and Dave ..., 

Thank you tor steve's leUer of May 29th.. J am writing to follow-up of one item of importance that was not 
substantlvely addressed in Steve's letter. Ws item no. 5 under Cost Data In my May 5th letter, We 
as soon as possible whether of the SG&A In the detailed 

Regards, 

Jennifer Laser 
O'Melveny & Myer. LLP 
19Q9 Avenue 01 the Stars #700 
Los Angeles, California 90067 
(310) 246-8445 direct line 
(310) 246-6779 fax 
jlaser@omm.c:om 

This message and any attached documenls contain information from the law firm of O'Melveny & Myers LLP that 
may be confidentla! and/or privneged, If you are not the intended recipient. you may not read. copy, distribute. Dr 

use fhis informatfon. ffyou have received this transmission in error, please natify the sender immediately by reply 
email and then delete this message. 

8/1912009 



RE: Cost data foHow-up Page 4 of 4 

:-h:.s o:'.essa<;e :T.2.}" cDnt.,ain cor.rice!ltial ar.~ privi?es-ed ~ntorroa.:;;'c!l. :IE it has 
ba-e>I se."l'.:. ::0 Y~'.1 in error, ;.l"'ase reply to adv:'se i:he ser~der c:f ;:.::'e a:;-ro:' ~nd 
~r.er. :mHeciat~ly deie~e t~~S wess~ge. 

8/19/2009 
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BegDoc End Doc NativeDCN 
AMD-F049-00070436 AMD-F049-o0070606 AMDN-049·00001542 
AMD-FO.63.,oP2.01940 AMD-F063-00201946 AMDN-063-00018938 
AMDX-F819-0026092 AMDX-F819-0026092 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026093 AMDX-FB19-0026093 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026094 AMDX-F819-0026144 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026145 AMDX·FB19-0026195 AMDXN-819-OO000010 
AMDX-F819-0026196 AMDX-F819-0026246 AMDXN-819-OO000010 
AMDX-F819-0026247 AMDX-F819·0026303 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026304 AMDX-F819-0026359 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026360 AMDX-F819-002841.o AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX·F819-0026411 AMDX-F819-0026461 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026462 AMDX-F819-0026517 AMDXN-819-00000010 
AMDX-F819-0026585 AMDX-F819-0026585 AMDXN-819-00000014 
AMDX-F819-0026586 AMDX-FS19-0026587 AMDXN-819-00000014 
AMDX-F819-0026588 AMDX-F819-0026589 AMDXN-819-00000014 
AMDX-F819-0026590 AMDX-F819-0026592 AMDXN-819-00000014 
AMDX-F819-0026638 AMDX-F819-0026697 AMDXN-819-00000017 
AMDX-F819-0026698 AMDX-F819-0026757 AMDXN-819-000000 17 
AMDX-F819-0026758 AMDX-F819-0026817 AMDXN-819-00000017 
AMDX-F819-0029863 AMDX-F819-0029865 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0029866 AMDX-F819-0029878 AMDXN-S19-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0029879 AMDX-F819-0029916 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0029917 AMDX-F819-0029929 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0029930 AMDX-F819-0029954 AMDXN-819-00000 137 
AMDX-F819-0029955 AMDX-F819-0029972 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0029973 AMDX-F819-0029986 AMDXN-819·00000137 
AMDX-F819-0029987 AMDX-F819-0030011 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0030012 AMDX-F819-0030036 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0030037 AMDX-F819-0030130 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0030131 AMDX-FS19-0030224 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0030225 AMDX-F819-0030332 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-FS19-0030333 AMDX-F819-0030440 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819·0030441 AMDX-F819-0030534 AMDXN-819-00000137 
AMDX-F819-0030535 AMDX-F819-0030628 AMDXN-S19-00000137 
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Documents Cited in Ostrander Exhibits 

Document Startiu!! Pa!!e Endinl! Page 
2002-2006 LRP Case 4b AMDX-FS19-0026S72 AMDX-F819-0026584 
9/24101 LRP P;MDX -FB19-oo2697 5 AMDX-FBI9-00Z700S 
9124101 LRP Excel file AMDX-FS I 9-0027075 AMDX-1'819-0027181 
IQ02 R6Q AMDX-FS19-oo26073 AMDX-FS I 9-0026091 
I Q02 R6Q Indices AMDX-F819-00265 18 AMDX-F819-0026545 
2002 Qrtly Actuals Excel file AMDX-F819-oo26555 AMDX-I'S I 9-002657 I 
11111102 LRP AMDX-F819-0026617 AMDX-FS I 9-0026637 
2002 LRP Indices AMDX-F819-0026945 AMDX-FSI9-0026974 
References to historical AMDX-F819-0027074 AMDX-FS19-0027074 
expenditures as provided by 
Global Foundries 
211612005 AMD AMD-F063-5118818 AMD-F063-5118846 
Manufacturing Discussion 
presented to Executive 
Steering Committee 
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From: Sletten, Steven E. 

Sent: Wednesday, September 02,200910:39 PM 

To: Simmons, Shaun M . 

.. . Cc: Kaltm, Joseph; Denger, Michael L.; Darren B. Bernhard; Lee, Michael M. 

Subject: Outstanding Issues 

Shaun: 

In response to your letter dated August 21, 2009, I follow up on two issues with which 
we still have questions. 

First, with respect.to vague references to do~ument;; mentioned within Daryl 
Ostrander's back-up· materials, we still have one outstanding question, which is the 
specific example referenced in my August 18 letter. Dr. Ostrander refers to the 
"September 2000 Executive Council presentation" in footnotes to certain exhibits, but it 
is unclear to which document he is referring. Please identify the appropriate Bates 
number range for this document, or otherwise more specifically identify this document 

Second, we still await your response to our question regarding Dr. Ostrander's 39 
references to data 'provided by Global Foundries," Please inform us which documents 
contain those data, who prepared those data and for what purpose, and when those 
data were prepared. Please also prepare any data, programs, methodologies, or 
materials used in constructing or presenting those data, 

We'd appreciate answers to these questions no later than Friday, September 4, 
2009. Thanks very much. 

Steve. 

Steven E. Sletten 
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcl1er LLP 
333 S. Grand Ave. #5200 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
(213) 229-7505 (direct) 
(213) 229.£505 (dlrectfax) 
ssletten@gibsondunn.com 

919/2009 
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GIBSON, DUNN &CRUTCHERllP 
lAWYERS 

A REGtSTEIfED UMlTED UAJl.lLITV PAltTNERSHII' 
lNO-UD1NG rROFESSION'Al CORPORATIONS 

333 South Grand Avenue Los Angeles, California 90011-3197 
(213) 22~-7000 

DirectDia1 

(213) 229-1931 
Fax No. 

(213) 229-6931 

VIAE-MAIL 

Sham Simmons, Esq. 
O'Melveny & Myers LLP 
400 South Hope Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Re: AMD v. Intel 

DearShaun: 

www.gJ.Dsondnnn.com 

September 4, 2009 

Client No. 
T 42376-{)0764 

I write to confirm our understanding regarding the existence of back-up materials related 
to the expert report of Dr. Daryl Ostnmder. In my August 10, 2009 letter to you, Intel requested 
that AMD produce spreadsheets for Dr. Ostrander's supporting materials thai conlain non-"bard
coded" calculations and formulas. In your August 13, 2009 letter to me, you responded that fur 
Dr. Ostrander's report, "there are no further spreadsheets supporting the ones already provided to 
you. n On the conference call between-Intel and AMD on August 18, 2009, AMDrepresented 
that the munhers contained within the spreadsheets and exhibits for Dr. Ostrander's report were 
entered in directly and reflected the expert's judgment and experience. 

Please confirm in writing thai no further data, documents, files, or spreadsheets 
containing furroulas, methodologies, or calculations for Dr. Ostrander's expert report exist; aside 
from the spreadsheets already provided. If this is not the case, please produce detailed back-up 
for every hard-coded number that appears in his spreadsheets and formulae for all calculated 
cells in his spreadsheets. In other words, if a cell displays a number, please provide either a 
specific cite to a specific location in a document on Dr. Ostrander's considered documents list 
that is the source for that number, or a formula that shows how it is calculated from other cells 
that are specifically cited. If such back-up files do exist; please produce them no later than 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009. 

lOS ANGELES NEW YORK WASHINGTON. D.C. SAN FRANCIscO PALO ALTO LONDON 
PARIS MUNICH BRUSSElS DUBAl SINGAPOR"E ORANGE COUNTY CINTl.lRY C[TY 'DALLAS DENVER 



GIDSON, DUNN &CRUTCHERlLP 

Shaun Simmons, Esq. 
September 4, 2009 
Page 2 

I also reiterate our request from Steven Sietten's SeptBmber 2, 2009 email to follow up on 
oUr questions regarding identifying specifically the "September 2000 Executive Council 
presentation" document that Dr. Ostrander refers to in footnotes to certain exhibits, as well as our 
request to provide further information and data regarding the data "provided by Global 
Foundries." As requested in Mr. Sletten's e-mail, we would appreciate answers to these 
questions later -today. 

Thank you again for investigating these issues. 

MMUmml 

00: Steven Sletten, Esq. 
Joseph Kattan, Esq. 
Michael Denger, Esq. 
Darren Bernhard, Esq. 
Jay Srinivasan, Esq. 

Very truly yours, 

tpj;rk1!- ? 

Michael M. Lee 
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From: Lee, Michael M. 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, Seplember 09, 2009 9:42 AM 
'Simmons, Shaun M.' 

Cc: Sletten, Steven E.; Kattan, Joseph; Denger, Michael L; 'Darren B. Bemhard'; Srinivasan, Jay 
P. 

Subject: RE: AMD v. Intel Letter 

. Afiacliinents: MML '9+09 Ltr 10' S 'Simmons. pdf 

I have nol heard back from you negarding my request that AMD provide written confirmation by yesterday that there are no 
back-up materials for the Ostrander report, other than the exhibits already provided, as well as a response regarding our 
other outstanding questions related to the report (as outlined in the letter attached), If AMD does not respond immediately 
with answers to these questions, we intend to go to the Special Master either later today or soon thereafter. 

Thanks very much, 
Mike 

~ML 9+ll9 Lt'r to 5 
Simmons.pd ... 

From: 
Sent. 
To: 

w.e, Michael M. 
Friday, September 04, Z009 l:ZS PM 
Simmons, Shaun M. 

Cc: 
SUbject: 

sletten, Steven E.; Kattan, Joseph; Denger, MichBel L; 'Darren B. Bernhard'; SriniVasan, Jay p, 
AMD v. Intel leiter 

Shaun: 

Please see the attached letter. 

Best, 
Mike 

"" File: MML 9-4-09 Ltr to S Simmons.pdf» 

Michael M. Lee 
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
333 South Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Phone: (213) 229-7937 
Fax: (213) 22f}.6937 
MLee@gibsondunn.com 

1 


